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Abstract – The influence of complex compounds
with mixed ligands Cs3[IrAXB6-X], where A, B = Br,
Cl on photochemical reactions in isometric AgBr
grains has been investigated.
The methods for effective integrating and the determination of optimal concentrations of the doping ions were developed. The doped photoemulsions proved to be able of increasing their photographic speed and decreasing the low-intensity reciprocal failure (LIRF).
It was established that the integration of complex
ions into AgBr grains resulted in changing the kinetics of the interaction of photoinduced charges.
On the basis of the experimental data, the model
for the photoprocess for doped silver bromide microcrystals (MC) is proposed.
1. Introduction
Doping allowed us to control the photoprocess in silver halide light-sensitive systems. Metals of the platinum group, Ir(III) ions in particular, are given most
attention to. Despite it, the mechanisms for many phenomena are not clear, and the attempts to describe
them are not convincing enough, e.g. the mechanism
of the influence in AgCl grains (doped and pure) on
sensitization when there are differences in the distribution of latent image centers (LIC) in size [1]. Different
concentrations of the Ir (III) ions necessary for obtaining the photo films with highest photographic characteristics in sensitized and unsensitized AgBr grains
{100} and {111} were shown in [2, 3]. Significant
decrease in photosensitivity for such systems at the
concentration 10-5 mole Ir/mole Ag was observed earlier in [4], where it was explained by the predomination of the reaction of electron capture on the Ir trap
over the reaction of latent image formation.
The present paper is devoted to the investigation of
the influence of complex compounds Cs3[IrAxB6-x],
where A, B = Br; Cl, x = 0; 1 on the processes of the
latent image formation centers in pure AgBr grains.
2. Experiment
The preparation of AgHal emulsions was carried out
by the controllable two-jet crystallization technique.
KHal and AgNO3 solutions were introduced into the
reactor containing a required amount of an aquagelatin solution at constant agitation. During synthesis
the temperature, the pBr value and the rate of adding
the reagent solutions were controlled. A solution containing the ions [IrAxB6-x]3- of the required concentration was added after 90 % of reagent solutions was
introduced, providing for subsurface localization of
doping centers in grains. The resulting emulsion
grains had the average equivalent diameter 0,5 microns and variation in sizes' coefficient not more than

15 %. The minimum volume of the added solution of
the Cs3[IrAxB6-x] ions was not less than 0,5 % from
the total volume of the emulsion. The water–soluble
salts were removed from the resulting emulsion, and
pBr and рН values were adjusted. To reveal the surface LIC the standard chemical-photographic technique was used. To reveal the inner LIC the Chibisov
development technique [5] was most effective.
3. Results and Discussion
Earlier it was shown by us [2] that grains' doping influences the sensitization process. The concentration
of doping ions for sensitized emulsions necessary for
creating the photo films with highest photographic
characteristics was in the 10-8 – 2·10-8 mole Ir/mole
Ag range and for unsensitized emulsions – in the 10-6
– 10-7 mole Ir/mole Ag range. It was also observed
that the doping ions influenced both inner and total
sensitivity (inner + surface). These observations
seemed interesting and demanding more detailed research.
The influence of the Ir(III) ions on photoprocess in
AgHal grains was studied in the works [2] and [3] and
it was shown that increase in the concentration of the
dopant did not result in photographic speed increase.
The authors [4] attribute photographic speed decrease
at a high concentration to the electron capture released
from one Ir – center and its capture by another adjoining Ir – center. Also, photographic speed decrease can
be explained by the formation of the inner not active
during surface development center of sensitivity created by excess concentration in MC.
The resulting values of relative photographic speed
received by various ways of developing the emulsion
layers containing AgBr MC {100} doped with the
[IrAxB6-x]3- ions (C = 10-5 mole Ir/mole Ag) are submitted in Fig. 1.
It is seen that the undoped emulsion, actually, does
not have inner photographic speed but simultaneous
development of inner and surface LIC causes the additive effect of photographic speed increase. In the case
of the presence of the doping ions in MC inner photographic speed increases, thereby, surface photographic
speed either grows (doped with the [IrBr6]3- ions) or
remains unchanged (doped with the [IrBr5Cl]3- and
[IrBrCl5]3- ions).
Doping centers in AgBr MC influence the photoprocess as follows:
1) they serve as temporary electron traps resulting in
recombination probability decrease;
2) they act as the centers of the formation of the inner latent image (LI) subcenters which can migrate onto the surface in consecutive electronionic stages;
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3) they act as the inner LI formation centers resulting in inner photographic speed increase.
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Fig. 1. Relative photographic speed(Srel = 10·S0,2) values received by various ways of developing
Based on the experimental data (Fig. 1), it can be
stated that none of these proposed mechanisms can be
neglected at the Ir (III) ions concentration ≈ 10-5 mole
Ir/mole Ag.
The data on photographic speed corresponding to
different exposure time support indirectly any
of these mechanisms. The isopaques of doped and
undoped emulsion layers are submitted in Fig. 2. It is
seen that the undoped emulsion and the emulsion
doped with the [IrBrCl5]3- ions have the greatest deviation from the reciprocal failure. It can be asserted
that the centers created by the [IrBrCl5]3- ion form
mainly the inner stable LIC which do not participate
in surface LI formation (mechanism 3). [IrBr6]3- and
[IrBr5Cl]3- doping weakens the reciprocal failure
effect at low intensity light exposure that allows us
to suppose that mechanism 2 could be involved. This
can also account for the absence of additivity during
total development of inner and surface LI (Fig. 1).
Under low intensity light exposure surface LIC decompose [6] thus, the released electrons and Ag+
ions can be trapped by the inner centers created by
doping centers alongside with electrons generated in
the MC bulk. Then, there occurs the migration of
inner LIC onto the surface in the dark.
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Fig. 2. Isopaques (D = 0,2) and doped emulsion layers
containing AgBr MC doped with the [IrBrxCl6-x]3- ions
(C = 10-5 mole Ir/mole Ag) during surface development: 1 – undoped; 2 – x=0; 3 – x=1; 4 – x=5
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Fig. 3. Isopaques (D = 0,2) and doped emulsion layers
containing AgBr MC doped with the [IrBrxCl6-x]3- ions
(C = 10-5 mole Ir/mole Ag) during simultaneous development of inner and surface centers: 1 – undoped;
2 – x=0; 3 – x=1; 4 – x=5
Based on the experimental data, it can be concluded
that the doping Ir(III) ions can act as the inner centers
capable of effectively concentrating the photolytic silver at low intensity light exposure. The ability of inner
centers to participate in the formation of surface LI depends on the neighborhood of the doping ions (ligands).
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